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The answers to that question
should be generally consistent
with the following observations
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Chart Source: Princeton Election Consortium

1
A general decline in Democrats’ Senate prospects from
early 2014 thru Nov 2014
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Data Source: RCP

Data Source: RCP
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2
A noticeable decline in several Democratic/Ind Senate candidates’ prospects
across different states starting around Sep 2014 (also see prior slide)
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Chart Source: Princeton Election Consortium

Data Source: RCP

3
A clear decline also in the Democratic House/Generic Congressional Vote
projections – switching to a GOP lead (RCP) - starting roughly around Sep 2014
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Chart Source: CNN Exit Poll

4
The top two issues cited by voters in 2014 exit polls as the
“Most Important Issue Facing Country Today” were
the Economy and Healthcare
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Chart Source: Dylan Matthews (Vox)

5
No significant changes in minority or young (under 30) voter
turnout at the national level compared to 2010 mid-terms –
even though the turnout rates were variable at the local levels
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Here are some of the main
reasons offered so far - for why
Democrats lost in Election 2014
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A

Economic
malaise

Poor income and employment
metrics

•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)
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AntiObama
B
sentiment

Poor income and employment
metrics

•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)

Obama administration
governance / competence

•
•

Gloria Borger (CNN)
John Judis (TNR)

Anti-Obama (-status quo) vote

•
•
•

Matthew Yglesias (Vox)
John Dickerson (Slate)
Michelle Goldberg (The Nation)
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Poor income and employment
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•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)

Obama administration
governance / competence

•
•

Gloria Borger (CNN)
John Judis (TNR)

Anti-Obama (-status quo) vote

•
•
•

Matthew Yglesias (Vox)
John Dickerson (Slate)
Michelle Goldberg (The Nation)

Latino vote losses due to lack of
immigration reform

•
•

Zoe Carpenter (The Nation)
Dana Milbank (Washington Post)
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Poor income and employment
metrics

•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)

Obama administration
governance / competence

•
•

Gloria Borger (CNN)
John Judis (TNR)

Anti-Obama (-status quo) vote

•
•
•

Matthew Yglesias (Vox)
John Dickerson (Slate)
Michelle Goldberg (The Nation)

Latino vote losses due to lack of
immigration reform

•
•

Zoe Carpenter (The Nation)
Dana Milbank (Washington Post)

Base alienation due to Dems
running away from Obama

•
•
•

Jonathan Capehart (Washington Post)
Tommy Christopher (The Daily Banter)
Mitt Romney

Base alienation due to insufficient
populism of Dems

•
•

Harold Meyerson (The American Prospect)
Howie Klein (Down With Tyranny)
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E

Campaign
Messaging

Poor income and employment
metrics

•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)

Obama administration
governance / competence

•
•

Gloria Borger (CNN)
John Judis (TNR)

Anti-Obama (-status quo) vote

•
•
•

Matthew Yglesias (Vox)
John Dickerson (Slate)
Michelle Goldberg (The Nation)

Latino vote losses due to lack of
immigration reform

•
•

Zoe Carpenter (The Nation)
Dana Milbank (Washington Post)

Base alienation due to Dems
running away from Obama

•
•
•

Jonathan Capehart (Washington Post)
Tommy Christopher (The Daily Banter)
Mitt Romney

Base alienation due to insufficient
populism of Dems

•
•

Harold Meyerson (The American Prospect)
Howie Klein (Down With Tyranny)

Poor messaging on ideas/policy

•
•
•

Greg Sargent (Washington Post)
Mike Lux (Huffington Post)
Ryan Cooper (The Week)

Moderation/discipline of GOP

•
•
•

John Judis (TNR); Politico
Peter Beinart (The Atlantic)
Ryan Grim & Dana Liebelson (Huffington Post)
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Let’s examine each of these
briefly to assess how likely they
contributed to the defeat of
Senate Democrats in close races
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A

Economic Malaise

Poor income and employment
metrics

•
•
•

Robert Reich (Facebook); Ian Welsh
Lambert Strether (Naked Capitalism)
Maggie Gallagher (National Review)

Here are some compelling arguments
that Obama and Democrats failed to
meaningfully improve financial
security for most voters
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Income Inequality
Lambert Strether @ Naked Capitalism
“In essence, voters are voting against Figure 1, and against Obama, and the DINOs, because Figure
1 happened on their watch […] People do think the recovery has affected them, but often for the
worse, and certainly in a way that’s not equitable”
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Unemployment & Median Income
Ian Welsh
“Two Charts Show Why the Obama Economy Sucks”
“All of the blather about how the unemployment rate has decreased, the stock
market is up, and so on, conceals the fact that there are less jobs for ordinary
people, and they pay less. Yes, the rich are doing great, but that’s all.”
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Wage Growth
James Pethokoukis (AEI)
“Voters may agree with Democrats on issues like the minimum wage or universal preschool, but they may
also view these policies as woefully insufficient when dealing with the magnitude of the challenges facing
America. An economy with almost no wage growth in a decade is certainty one big challenge”
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Here are some partial rebuttals to
the economic malaise argument
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Income Inequality
Lambert Strether @ Naked Capitalism
“In essence, voters are voting against Figure 1, and against Obama, and the DINOs, because Figure
1 happened on their watch […] People do think the recovery has affected them, but often for the
worse, and certainly in a way that’s not equitable”

• The underlying reality of this chart is clearly a big concern - however, this
chart ends at 2012 - when Obama got re-elected despite this trend
• Since 2012, multiple tax increases primarily impacting the wealthy have
been passed, that likely started to reverse this trend  Q: Was 2014
really worse than/similar to 2012 or better?
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Median Income / Wage Growth
Chart Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin

• The decade+ long decline in real incomes is one of the strongest indicators of weak
economic recovery – but there are preliminary indications of small income
improvements & substantial debt reductions (example)
• More importantly, there is significant variability by state/county – so we need to
look deeper to assess if this was a major factor in the Senate races in question
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State-Level Variability of Recession Impact
Chart Source: Atif Mian & Amir Sufi, House of Debt [1, 2]

Several close Senate races were in states without huge housing bubbles – with lower
recessionary impact: we need to separate US-wide vs. state-level economic metrics
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Employment to Population Ratio
Chart Source: NY Fed

There has been significant debate on whether the magnitude of the E/P ratio drop is being
over-interpreted – estimated adjustments for demographic trends reduce the gap
although there is work to do to get back to desirable employment levels
See: NY Fed, Paul Krugman, Bruegel, WonkBlog, Atlanta Fed
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Unemployment & Retirement
Chart Source: EPI

Chart Source: WSJ

•
•

Further, job growth (left) and unemployment/underemployment rates (right) have improved
substantially – and have continued at a decent pace since 2012
Additionally, roughly half of the decline in Labor Force Participation is estimated to be due to
retirees – in this context, while it is true that record stock prices primarily benefit the wealthy,
a large % of US households still owns stocks primarily through retirement accounts – stock
price gains do help retirees feel more secure about near-term prospects (ahead of elections)
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Gas Prices

Data Source: EIA

US gasoline prices declined by >$0.60/gal in the months leading up to Election
2014 and are lowest since late 2010 – representing savings for Americans &
potentially a good stimulus to the economy
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Consumer Surveys
Chart Source: Gallup

• In Gallup surveys, Americans saying this is a good time to find a “Quality
Job” is at multi-year highs – substantially better than 2012 multi-year low
• Gallup “economic confidence” surveys were near 2014 highs in October
• Gallup’s US job creation index is near 6-year highs; per Gallup, Americans
who struggled to afford food in the past-year in decline, at 6-year lows
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Some Preliminary Inferences
• The US economic recovery has a long way to go, millions are
still struggling, and a plurality of voters mentioned the
economy as their #1 issue – yet…
• Since 2012, when Obama and Democrats won, there has
been progress on several key economic metrics
• Improvements are also evident in some consumer surveys
• So, it’s important to look deeper at some state-level numbers
to see if they can help us figure out how important pocketbook
issues were in determining the outcome of close Senate races
FOOTNOTE: The States discussed in the remaining slides are those that were
expected to have close Senate races and which had relevant data available
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State Median Income vs. Voter Turnout
Data Sources: New York Times, Census.gov
2014 income data is not yet available & 2013 is used as a proxy

At face value, this chart suggests that states with lower median income growth
tended to have lower voter turnout – which seemingly supports the view that
weak economic conditions led to turnout-driven Democratic defeat
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State Median Income vs. Democratic Vote
Data Sources: CNN, Census.gov
2014 income data is not yet available & 2013 is used as a proxy

However, the popular vote for Democratic Senate candidates had no correlation
to the median income data – outside of CO, the trend was lower Democratic
popular vote with improving median income growth
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Voter Turnout vs. Senate Democratic Vote
Data Sources: New York Times, CNN

Nor did the popular vote for Democratic Senate candidates have any correlation
to the actual voter turnout – as also observed in some cases by others (NYT)
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State Unemployment vs. Democratic Vote
Data Sources: CNN, EPI

The popular vote for Democratic Senate candidates by state also showed no
correlation to the state-level unemployment rates in Q3 2014
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State Median Income vs. Obama Approval
Data Sources: NBC/Marist via Polling Report, Census.gov
2014 income data is not yet available & 2013 is used as a proxy

Notably, even Obama’s approval-disapproval spread by state in Oct 2014 (LVs)*
had no correlation to the median income trends – if anything, outside of CO, the
trend was worse Obama ratings with improving median income growth
*See Appendix 1
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State Unemployment vs. Obama Approval
Data Sources: EPI, NBC/Marist via Polling Report

Likewise, Obama’s approval-disapproval spread by state in Oct 2014 (LVs)* also
had no correlation to the state-level unemployment rate in Q3 2014
*See Appendix 1
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So where does that leave us?
• Economic issues and talking points clearly figured prominently
in this election

• Exit polls unambiguously highlighted that many voters picked
the economy as the #1 issue facing the country today
• However, state-level income, unemployment & turnout trends
showed no correlation to Democratic Senate votes
• As stated earlier, national-level Democratic base turnout was
roughly comparable to past mid-terms

• So, how do we reconcile the exit poll results with the data and
charts in the previous slides? We’ll dissect that further in the
next section!
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B
Anti-Obama Sentiment

Obama administration
governance / competence

•
•

Gloria Borger (CNN)
John Judis (TNR)

Anti-Obama (-status quo) vote

•
•
•

Matthew Yglesias (Vox)
John Dickerson (Slate)
Michelle Goldberg (The Nation)

Senate Election Vote vs. Pre-Election
Obama Approval
Data Sources: CNN, NBC/Marist via Polling Report

By far, the best positive correlation in the data is that between Obama’s statelevel approval-disapproval spread (Appendix 1) and the popular vote for the
Senate Democratic candidates in each state (also see Vox)
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National Exit Polls and Obama Effect
Data Source: CNN National Exit Poll (House); calculations on the right are mine
"Your House Vote Meant
to Express"
Support for Obama
Opposition to Obama
Obama Not a Factor

% of
Voters
19
33
45

TOTAL

97

% Voted % Voted % Voted
for GOP for Dem Other
6
93
1
92
5
3
43
55
2

Vote for GOP
as % of Total
1.1
30.4
19.4
50.9

Vote for Dem Vote for Other
GOP
as % of Total
as % of Total Advantage %
17.7
0.2
-16.5
1.7
1.0
28.7
24.8
0.9
-5.4
44.1

2.1

6.8

The exit poll result results also indicate that the GOP won in 2014 because of an
overwhelming anti-Obama sentiment among ~a third of the population
(typically GOP base) – which even overwhelmed the pro-Democratic votes of
those for whom Obama was evidently not even a factor in the race
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The question then: Was the antiObama vote driven by how voters
viewed him on the economy?
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A Superficial Analysis Might Suggest “Yes”
Data Source: CNN National Exit Poll (House

A casual reading of all the above exit poll results would lead us to conclude that the
majority of voters were unhappy with the economy and voted against Democrats
because of that unhappiness – but this superficial reading is rather misleading!
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Why is That Misleading? Well…
Data Source: CNN National Exit Poll (House); calculations on the top chart are mine
Most Important Issue
Facing Country Today
Economy
Healthcare
Foreign Policy
Illegal Immigration
TOTAL

% of Voters
45
25
13
14
97

% Voted for % Voted for
GOP
Dem
50
39
56
74

48
59
42
24

% Voted
Other
2
2
2
2

Vote for GOP Vote for Dem Vote for Other
GOP
as % of Total as % of Total as % of Total Advantage %
22.5
9.8
7.3
10.4
49.9

21.6
14.8
5.5
3.4
45.2

0.9
0.5
0.3
0.3
1.9

0.9
-5.0
1.8
7.0
4.7

• Democrats almost split the vote with the GOP on voters who believed the economy
was their #1 issue – and more than made up for their small deficit by winning voters
who picked healthcare as their #1 issue by a significant margin
• However, Democrats lost the election because of the substantially more overwhelming
pro-GOP / anti-Dem vote from the 27% of voters who picked foreign policy and
immigration as their #1 issues – position typical with the GOP base
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Cross-Correlations Matter!
Data Source: CNN National Exit Poll (House

•

Concern amongst some progressives: Democrats lost voters who believe that the economy
favors the wealthy & that their personal financial situation is no better (or in fact worse)

•

Reality: Democrats easily won voters who believe the economy favors the wealthy and won/tied
with voters whose financial situation was better/same; but they lost more overwhelmingly
among voters who believe the economy is already fair to most Americans – it’s many of these
same voters who also believe their personal financial situation was worse

•

Cross-correlation: These voters who voted for the GOP were also more likely than not to say that
foreign policy or immigration were their top issues
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Let me repeat for emphasis what the
Exit Polls are saying….
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Let me repeat for emphasis what the
Exit Polls are saying….
• The Dems did not lose this election because of the economy - i.e., they
were almost neck-and-neck with the GOP on this issue and more than
made up for it with healthcare driven voters (the latter being a good sign
for them)
 One could certainly argue they should have done better on the
economy - that is a fair critique and something Dems need to address
• However, they ultimately lost because of overwhelming anti-Obama
votes – especially centered around opposition to his foreign policy and
immigration policy, and many of these same voters believed the economy
was already fair to most Americans
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Are the exit polls roughly consistent
with how Obama was rated in preelection opinion polls?

FOOTNOTE: Opinion polls that had reasonable time-series data sets across 2 or 3 issues were picked for
analysis; polling dates for these polls refer to dates when each poll ended
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Economy & Foreign Policy (CBS News Polls)
Data Sources: CBS News Polls via Polling Report [1, 2]

•
•
•

Obama’s Overall A/D spread declined by ~5-10 points from Jan thru Nov 2014
During that time his A/D spread on the Economy improved by ~5+ points
His A/D spread on Foreign Policy & Terrorism plummeted by ~20 points, hitting the
lowest water mark roughly in the Sep/Oct timeframe
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Economy & Foreign Policy (CBS News Polls)
Data Sources: CBS News Polls via Polling Report [1, 2]

This alternate chart shows that in 2014, Obama’s overall A/D spread (“handling job as
President”) had no correlation to his ratings on the Economy – in contrast, his A/D spread
appeared to be more dependent on ratings on Foreign Policy & possibly Terrorism
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Economy & Foreign Policy (NBC/WSJ Polls)
Data Sources: NBC News/WSJ Polls via Polling Report [1, 2]

•
•
•

Obama’s Overall A/D spread declined by ~5+ points since April 2014
During that time his A/D spread on the Economy was flat to slightly better
His A/D spread on Foreign Policy plummeted by ~15 points, hitting the lowest water
mark roughly in the Sep/Oct timeframe
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Economy & Foreign Policy (NBC/WSJ Polls)
Data Sources: NBC News/WSJ Polls via Polling Report [1, 2]

This alternate chart shows that Obama’s overall A/D spread (“…job as President”) had no
correlation to his ratings on the Economy or Foreign Policy in 2014 – however, his foreign
policy ratings changed significantly downward during this period
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Healthcare (Fewer Data from Multiple Polls)
Data Sources: CNN/ORC, ABC/WP, Gallup Polls via Polling Report

Healthcare.gov
website flaws

Pre-election polls suggest that Obama’s A/D spread on healthcare hit a bottom in late
2013 and recovered to a still negative level – but Obamacare largely receded as a potent
GOP talking point in the campaign trail (likely due to insufficient traction)
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Immigration (Fewer Data from Multiple Polls)
Data Sources: CBS/NYT, CNN/ORC, ABC/WP, Pew and Gallup via Polling Report,
AP-GfK via Washington Post

Obama’s immigration A/D spreads declined steeply throughout 2014 and ended
near low water marks for his Presidency just prior to the election
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“Economic” vs. “Non-Economic” Issues
Data Source: Gallup

• Gallup’s national survey asking about Americans’ view of the “most important
problem” facing the country focuses both on voters and non-voters
• While the economy is still a key factor for many Americans, in contrast to 2008 and
2012, 2014 is strikingly similar to 2006 in the overall dominance of “non-economic”
over “economic” issues, especially towards the Fall of 2014
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In the Sep 2014+ Timeframe, Obama
Came Under Fierce Criticism for….
• His handling of ISIS & the deteriorating situation in the
Middle-East (Sep+)
• His decision to delay executive action on immigration
until after the election – from the left and the right (Sep+)

• His handling of the Ebola cases in the US (Oct+)
• These criticisms of Obama spread to the campaign trail and coincided with some
of the approval rating drops, pre-election Senate/House poll shifts in Sep+ and
exit poll results
• The GOP indirectly nationalized the mid-terms with a concerted strategy to run
against Obama and tie all Democrats to Obama
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So, a Few Takeaways…
• There is strong evidence that the Senate results were dominated by
anti-Obama sentiment - which got attached to Senate Democrats who
were perceived as being part of the Obama status-quo
• Obama’s rating on the economy – stable or better, coinciding with
modestly improving economic fundamentals – was a factor but not the
dominant factor impacting Democrats, especially in Senate races
• Obama’s dismal ratings on foreign policy & immigration (which also
became a proxy for how his leadership was viewed) - likely played a
much bigger role, especially given the timing of related events (Sep+)
• Local factors at the state level – including candidates, their campaigns
and their positions – presumably modulated the anti-Obama vote
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C
Latino Morale

Latino vote losses due to lack of
immigration reform

•
•

Zoe Carpenter (The Nation)
Dana Milbank (Washington Post)

Immigration & The Latino Vote

Data Sources:
Pew Research [1, 2]

•

•

Pre-election polls suggested Latino support for Democrats had reduced (left chart) – but national
exit polls (right chart) indicate Latinos supported Democrats by a 4-6 point higher margin than
they did in 2010 (NYT, Pew) at the same turnout level as 2006/10 (Pew) – but state-level
variability likely impacted some Democrats
At the state level, low sample size issues may have rendered some of the purported GOP gains
among Latinos spurious (Huffington Post)
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Where Does That Leave Us?
• Obama’s rating on immigration was poor pre-election from the left and much more strongly from the right
• Latino turnout at the national-level was comparable to prior
mid-terms but less than in 2012 – and there was state-level
variability with impact on some Democrats
• How Obama was viewed created overwhelming
Republican opposition (exit poll results) even as it probably
limited some Latino support for Democrats
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D
Democratic Base Morale

Base alienation due to Dems
running away from Obama

•
•
•

Jonathan Capehart (Washington Post)
Tommy Christopher (The Daily Banter)
Mitt Romney

Base alienation due to insufficient
populism of Dems

•
•

Harold Meyerson (The American Prospect)
Howie Klein (Down With Tyranny)

A Few Salient Points to Consider
•

Although overall turnout was poor at 36+%,
nationally the Democratic base turned out at
%s roughly comparable to prior mid-terms

•

State-level turnout was variable but higher
turnout did not necessarily lead to better
Democratic outcomes (as shown earlier)

•

Democrats possibly focused less on turnout in
part due to Dem-skewed pre-election polling

•

Obama’s net approval/disapproval – driven by
Republican intensity - played a more dominant
role in the vote against Senate Democrats

Data Source: Ezra Klein (Vox)

The results suggest that the more fundamental issue for Democrats was not base
turnout due to 2014-specific factors but rather weak non-Presidential year base
turnout which Democrats have not mastered as Republicans seem to have
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E
Campaign Messaging

Poor messaging on ideas/policy

•
•
•

Greg Sargent (Washington Post)
Mike Lux (Huffington Post)
Ryan Cooper (The Week)

Moderation/discipline of GOP

•
•
•

John Judis (TNR); Politico
Peter Beinart (The Atlantic)
Ryan Grim & Dana Liebelson (Huffington Post)

Messaging is Important, but Dems had Tough
Audience & Competitors
•

Democrats lacked a broad-based economic or populist message - but
evidence suggests Democratic messaging had positive impact
–
–
–
–

The passage of many progressive propositions (examples here)
Voting public aligned with Democratic positions on several issues (example)
Voters who believed the “economy favors the wealthy” overwhelming supported Dems (exit polls)
Many GOP candidates got voters attention with left-leaning rhetoric & critiques (many ex here)

•

GOP candidates appeared more moderate – thereby co-opting some
Dem messaging; thanks to boot camps they were also much more
disciplined campaigners this time than in prior years (examples here)

•

Given the anti-Obama sentiment dominating Senate race outcomes, the
Democrats had to cross a very high bar on messaging (which they
could not) in order to overcome the anti-status quo positioning &
campaign discipline within the GOP
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Wrapping Up

Tallying up the Theories
4

5

Economic
Malaise
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No

No

Yes

Perhaps

B

Anti-Obama
Sentiment

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

C
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Morale

Perhaps

Perhaps

Perhaps

No

Yes

D

Democratic Base
Morale

Unclear

No

No

Yes

Yes

E

Campaign
Messaging

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Sharp decline in
House Generic Ballot
starting ~Sep 2014

A

Noticeable decline in
several Senate races
starting ~Sep 2014

Does Theory for Dem
Senate losses clearly
explain observations
on the right?

National turnout
demographics roughly
comparable to past
mid-terms

3

Top 2 issues for voters
- Economy and
Healthcare

2

General decline in
Senate prospects thru
2014

1
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Concluding Thoughts
1. Voter perceptions of Presidential leadership on areas unrelated to
the economy can hugely matter down-ticket
2. Democrats faltering badly by building coalitions just for Presidents
(once in 4 years) and not for state/local candidates and policies
3. Democrats have a lot of work to do to build deeper support for better
economic policies and translate that into deeper vote shares
4. With more gridlock expected in DC after Nov 2014, need for leaders
who can figure out how to unlock gridlock is more needed than ever
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Thanks for reading

You can find me on
@yottapoint

Appendix 1

State-Level Obama Approval
(Oct 2014 LVs) NBC News/Marist Poll
Data Source: Polling Report
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